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 10.99€ This book provides an anthology of 40 short stories by 14 authors. In this book, the stories are selected by an expert
literary critic and evaluated in the light of literary theory. The stories of the 14 authors cover different themes, such as love, sex,
war, suicide, humor, crime, road, national identity, racism, human nature, and mysticism. Thus, the anthology will be attractive
to a wide range of readers. The stories of the 14 authors are very varied, as you can see from the following brief synopsis of the
book: _"Rikki-Tikki-Tavi, the famous mongoose in the Poona zoo, has a strategy to find a mate. A certain set of tools, a short
poem in Sanskrit, and a suggestion that an approaching leopard 'has a fatal habit of double calling' will do. And, he nearly finds
one - until an equally famous elephant asks him to eat her up; to a 'brave act' she attributes her daughter's pregnancy. Another
female zoo-mongoose hires a police inspector to find her lost mate, while a long-feared lioness bears a royal humiliation and a

not-so-princessly child. A woman who is aware that her husband was a successful sex-addict before marriage, finds her
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comforts dashed on the very morning of their wedding, by what she thinks is the most ordinary sexual event of her life."_'
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